Sensitivity of 2H NMR spectroscopy to motional models: proteins and highly viscous liquids as examples.
In order to study to what extent mechanisms of molecular motion can be unambiguously revealed by (2)H NMR spectroscopy, (2)H spectra for proteins (chicken villin protein headpiece HP36, selectively methyl-deuterated at leucine-69, C(δ) D(3)) and binary systems of high viscosity (benzene-d(6) in tricresyl phosphate) have been carefully analyzed as illustrative examples (the spectra are taken from the literature). In the first case, a model of restricted diffusion mediated by jumps between rotameric orientations has been tested against jump- and free diffusion models which describe rotational motion combined with jump dynamics. It has been found that the set of (2)H spectra of methyl-deuterated at leucine-69 chicken villin protein headpiece HP36 can be consistently explained by different motional models as well as by a gaussian distribution of correlation times assuming isotropic rotation (simple brownian diffusion model). The last finding shows that when the possible distribution of correlation times is not very broad one might not be able to distinguish between heterogeneous and homogenous (but more complex) dynamics by analyzing (2)H lineshapes. For benzene-d(6) in tricresyl phosphate, the dynamics is heterogeneous and it has been demonstrated that a gaussian distribution of correlation times reproduces well the experimental lineshapes, while for a Cole-Davidson distribution the agreement is somewhat worse. For inquires into the sensitivity of quadrupolar NMR spectral analysis (by "quadrupolar NMR spectroscopy we understand NMR spectroscopy of nuclei possessing quadrupole moment), the recently presented theoretical approach [Kruk et al., J. Chem. Phys. 135, 224511 (2011)] has been used as it allows simulating quadrupolar spectra for arbitrary motional conditions by employing the stochastic Liouville equation.